In this work, the dynamical nucleation theory (DNT) model using the ab initio based effective fragment potential (EFP) is implemented for evaluating the evaporation rate constant and molecular properties of molecular clusters. Predicting the nucleation rates of aerosol particles in different chemical environments is a key step toward understanding the dynamics of complex aerosol chemistry. Therefore, molecular scale models of nanoclusters are required to understand the macroscopic nucleation process. On the basis of variational transition state theory, DNT provides an efficient approach to predict nucleation kinetics. While most DNT Monte Carlo simulations use analytic potentials to model critical sized clusters, or use ab initio potentials to model very small clusters, the DNTEFP Monte Carlo method presented here can treat up to critical sized clusters using the effective fragment potential (EFP), a rigorous nonempirical intermolecular model potential based on ab initio electronic structure theory calculations, improvable in a systematic manner. The DNTEFP method is applied to study the evaporation rates, energetics, and structure factors of multicomponent clusters containing water and isoprene. The most probable topology of the transition state characterizing the evaporation of one water molecule from a water hexamer at 243 K is predicted to be a conformer that contains six hydrogen bonds, with a topology that corresponds to two water molecules stacked on top of a quadrangular (H2O)4 cluster. For the water hexamer in the presence of isoprene, an increase in the cluster size and a 3-fold increase in the evaporation rate are predicted relative to the reaction in which one water molecule evaporates from a water hexamer cluster.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nucleation is an initial process that occurs in the formation of aerosols, synthesis of nanoparticles, crystal growth, dissolution of waste forms, and waste separation in nuclear technology. Water cluster kinetics, in particular, are essential for understanding the chemical and physical processes in the formation of atmospheric aerosols, steam corrosion of turbines, and formation of clathrates. Aerosols, the minute solid particles or liquid droplets in soot, oceanic haze, smog, sprays, and polluted air have both direct and indirect effects including changing the global climate. 1À4 For example, sufficiently large aerosol particles in the upper atmosphere scatter sunlight back into space, reducing the amount of solar radiation that reaches the lower atmosphere. 4 Reactive chemicals are emitted into the lower atmosphere from the burning of gasoline, fossil fuels, biomass, and biogenic sources at a rate that is faster than the rate of natural processes that remove the chemicals. A consequence is a change in the composition and reactivity of atmospheric aerosols. 1 Once they are released into the atmosphere, the reactive species (e.g., volatile organic compounds such as isoprene) undergo a series of photochemical reactions that are responsible for the production and destruction of climatologically important species such as ozone and carbon monoxide. Addressing the chemistry of atmospheric aerosols is important, as changes in the composition of atmospheric aerosols in one part of the world affects global climate conditions. Molecular scale models based on thermodynamic and kinetic parameters are needed in the climate models to accurately predict the role of the heterogeneous chemical components that are present in atmospheric nanoclusters that are important in the formation of atmospheric aerosols.
The intermolecular potential between the molecules is the driving force for nucleation and competes with the entropic contributions to the free energy of nucleation. While the widely used classical nucleation theory (CNT) 3À5 uses bulk properties such as surface tension and the equilibrium chemical potential to model nucleation, the dynamical nucleation theory (DNT) developed by Schenter, Kathmann, and Garrett 6À12 uses a molecular description of clusters and the molecular interaction potential. At the core of DNT is the evaluation of rates using Variational Transition State Theory (VTST). 13 In VTST, dynamic processes are characterized in terms of equilibrium statistical mechanical partition functions of the components of the reaction, namely, the reactants, transition states, and products.
14 An essential step in the process is the identification of the dividing surface that separates products and reactants. The best estimate of the rate constant is obtained by variationally optimizing the dividing surface that minimizes the reactive flux, thus providing a means to identify the most important configurations associated with the nucleation. 7 The most practical way to obtain the relevant statistical averages and partition functions is by using the Metropolis Monte Carlo method. 15, 16 Received: August 3, 2011 Revised:
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The effective fragment potential (EFP) method is a predictive first-principles based model potential method in which all parameters that describe the molecular fragments are obtained from ab initio electronic structure calculations, thereby allowing for realistic modeling of condensed phase chemistry. 24À33 The intermolecular energy terms are Coulomb, polarization, exchange repulsion, dispersion, and charge transfer interactions.
This paper presents the implementation of the dynamical nucleation theory effective fragment potential (DNTEFP) model, to predict evaporation rate constants. The DNTEFP procedure employs Monte Carlo and VTST methods to compute relevant statistical mechanical averages and partition functions enabling an efficient approach for modeling nucleation kinetics, with the molecular interactions evaluated using the EFP model potential.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Sections 2A and 2B brief reviews of dynamical nucleation theory and the effective fragment potential are presented. In Section 3, the implementation details of the DNTEFP model for evaluating evaporation rates using partition functions obtained via Monte Carlo simulations are described. In Section 4, the DNTEFP method is applied to water clusters and isopreneÀwater clusters, and results are presented for the simulations, including the evaporation rates, the distribution of the energies, the structure factors, and the hydrogen bonding topology of configurations relevant to evaporation. Section 5 presents concluding remarks.
2A. NUCLEATION MODEL AND THE DYNAMICAL NUCLEATION THEORY
The kinetics of nucleation is modeled as an evolution of cluster populations by the addition or loss of monomers.
where N i and N i+1 denote clusters with i and i+1 monomers, respectively; α i+1 is the rate constant for evaporation of a monomer from the N i+1 cluster; and β i is the rate constant for condensation of a monomer into the N i cluster. 6, 7 The monomers are often considered to have a fixed geometry as in the current work. The clusters are assumed to be in thermal equilibrium (in general, cluster populations do not have to be in equilibrium). Sequential monomer addition, as described in eq 1, produces a reaction path linking the populations of clusters N i of different sizes.
In this work, the DNT model is used to evaluate the evaporation rate constant. DNT is based on VTST in which dynamic processes are characterized in terms of equilibrium statistical mechanical partition functions. 7 A spherical dividing surface separates the reactants and products and is centered at the center of mass of the cluster N i . 7, 8 The Helmholtz free energy, A i , of a cluster can be determined from the cluster canonical ensemble partition function, Q i , as
where T is the temperature; r is the radius of the cluster (i.e., the radius of the spherical dividing surface in configuration space); and k B is the Boltzmann constant. Considering the phase space of i interacting, indistinguishable particles, the total partition function of the system can be evaluated as an integral over configuration space {r (i) } constrained by the spherical dividing surface
where m is a monomer mass; r (i) = {r 1 , r 2 , ..., r j ..., r i }, is a point in configuration space that represents the center of mass coordinates r i of all monomers; U i (r (i) ) is the interaction potential of the system; R i is the coordinate vector of the center of mass of the cluster; and h is Planck's constant. The Heaviside step function Θ effectively constrains the integration to the spherical volume centered on the center-of-mass of the cluster N i . The interaction potential U i is chosen to be zero for infinitely separated molecules so that A i goes to the ideal gas limit (i.e., noninteracting molecules) as the volume increases. The volume enclosed by the spherical surface serves as a variational parameter that characterizes the dividing surface.
Dynamic nucleation theory predicts 7 the evaporation rate constant for cluster N i to be αðT, r cut Þ ¼ À ð2πmk B TÞ À1=2 dA i ðT, rÞ dr
where r cut is the radius of the dividing surface corresponding to the minimal total reactive flux. The total reactive flux is proportional to the derivative of the partition function of the cluster with respect to the cluster radius:
Thus, computing the cluster partition function at various cluster radii r and taking its numerical derivative near r cut would be sufficient to calculate the evaporation rate. Typically, the configurational sampling needed to compute Q i (T,r) involves the variation of all molecular configurations in all volumes (the so-called "r sim methodology"). However, for any two spherical volumes of radii r 1 and r 2 with r 1 < r 2 , the configuration integral Q i (T,r 2 ) will contain all the configurations present in the configuration integral of Q i (T,r 1 ). This allows one to reuse the configurations in the smaller volume and thus decrease the overall required sampling. Using this socalled "r config sampling methodology", the sampling of the derivative of the partition function 3 with respect to the cluster radius is performed
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The derivative restricts one or more monomers to lie on the surface of the spherical volume via the delta function δ(r 0 À |R i À r j |). Therefore, at each sampling step the value of (dQ(T,r))/ (dr)| r=r conf is sampled, where r conf is the configuration radius, that is, the distance from the cluster center of mass to the center of mass of the farthest monomer. Using eqs 2 and 4 the evaporation rate constant can be found according to
with the partition function evaluated as
Since r cut is the value of r that corresponds to the minimum of (dQ i (T,r))/(dr), it also corresponds to the minimal reactive flux. Only the reactive flux dependence on the cluster radius r conf is considered and is directly obtained in the simulations.
The evaporation rates are computed for clusters up to nuclei of critical size, characterized by a cluster radius beyond which condensation proceeds at a much faster rate than the rate of evaporation, and consequently the cluster grows rapidly from nanocluster size to macrocluster size. The equilibrium cluster distribution and condensation rate constants can then be estimated. In the present work, the molecular interaction potential is computed using the efficient EFP approach.
2B. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE THEORY BASED MO-LECULAR INTERACTION POTENTIAL: THE EFFECTIVE FRAGMENT POTENTIAL
The effective fragment potential (EFP) method is a firstprinciples-based model potential that incorporates the essential components of the intermolecular interactions. 24À33 The original EFP1 potential was designed specifically to describe aqueous interactions. The EFP2 potential has no empirically fitted parameters and is therefore completely general for describing intermolecular interactions between any types of molecular fragments. The EFP1 fragmentÀfragment interaction energy is
The first term represents the Coulomb part of the electrostatic interactions and is obtained using a distributed multipole expansion
where q a , q b can be either an electronic or nuclear charge on the expansion points a and b; μ a , μ b represent the dipole moments on a and b; R ab is the distance between a and b; and A and B represent the fragments. The K expansion points are the atom centers and bond midpoints (e.g., for water K = 5). Stone has shown that several expansion points are needed to adequately represent the charge distribution of the fragment. 34 In the EFP method, the Coulomb term is expanded through octopoles.
The second term, E Pol , in eq 7 is a polarization (induction) term that is treated using a finite field dipole-induced dipole model in which the interaction is iterated to self-consistency. The polarization term is expressed as
where N Pol is the number of polarizable points that are located at the centriods of the localized molecular orbitals; α i is the polarizability tensor at point i;
is the field at point i from the induced dipoles in all of the other fragments; and F i μ j is the field at point i from the induced dipole j. The total field at i, F i tot , is given by
where F i efp is the field at the polarizable point i due to the static multipoles in the other fragments.
The polarizability is expressed in terms of individual localized molecular orbital (LMO) polarizability tensors for each LMO in the molecule; for example, there are two bond LMOs and two lone pair LMOs in water.
The third EFP1 term, E Rem , in eq 7 is a remainder term that accounts for all interactions that are not accounted for in the first two terms. The remainder term is fit to the total potential energy surface of the water dimer obtained with HatreeÀFock (HF) or density functional theory (DFT), after subtracting the Coloumb and polarization contributions. For EFP1/HF, the remainder term includes exchange repulsion and charge transfer. For EFP1/ DFT, some short-range correlation is included as well. The remainder term is fitted to a sum over exponential functions centered on the fragment atom centers and center of mass. The EFP1 approach has been successfully applied to several problems that involve aqueous interactions.
24À30
The EFP2 method has no empirically fitted parameters, 31À33 so an EFP2 potential can be generated from first principles for any molecular species. All EFP2 parameters are generated automatically by a single ab initio calculation. The EFP2 fragmentÀ fragment interaction energy is described as a sum of five terms
The first and second terms in eq 12 are evaluated as described for the EFP1 method. The third term in eq 12, E XR , represents the intermolecular exchange repulsion interaction energy and is expressed in terms of intermolecular overlap and kinetic energy integrals. 29 The fourth term, E CT , is the charge transfer interaction energy term derived using a supermolecule approach considering the interactions between the occupied valence molecular orbitals on one fragment with the virtual orbitals of another fragment. 29 An approximate formula for the charge transfer interaction in the EFP method was derived and implemented using a second-order perturbation treatment of intermolecular interactions for a pair of molecules. 29 The charge transfer term is the computationally most expensive term in the EFP2 approach.
The last term in the EFP2 interaction energy (eq 12) is the fragmentÀfragment dispersion energy and can be expressed in terms of the familiar inverse R expansion
The coefficients, C n , may be derived from the (imaginary) frequency dependent polarizabilities. If one employs only dipole polarizabilities, the dispersion expansion is truncated at the leading term, with n = 6. In the current EFP2 implementation, an estimate is used for the n = 8 term, in addition to the explicitly derived n = 6 term. The EFP dispersion interaction is expressed as a sum of LMOÀLMO interfragment interactions. The EFP 
DNTEFP: IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
In the DNTEFP method, the DNT model uses the EFP2 potential for describing intermonomer interactions. For water, the DNT model also uses the EFP1/HF and EFP1/DFT potentials. In the initial cluster configuration in the DNTEFP method, the fragments are randomly placed so that the farthest monomer fragment is at a distance less than or equal to r max from the center of mass of the cluster, where r max is taken to be the maximum spherical cluster radius considered in the simulation. As a rigid monomer has 6 degrees of freedom (3 translational and 3 rotational degrees of freedom), a cluster of i rigid monomers has 6i degrees of freedom. If one uses a fixed center of mass coordinate system for the entire cluster of i rigid monomers, the number of degrees of freedom is reduced to 6i À 3.
A Metropolis Monte Carlo approach is used for sampling the configuration integrals of eq 3. Using a Boltzmann weight of the fragment interaction potential,
, it is ensured that the configurations with more negative fragmentÀ fragment interaction energies are more probable. Configurations are sampled using the r config methodology in which the volume is treated as a configurational property, and hence the computational requirements of the method scale for the homogeneous case as O(r max 3iÀ3 ) 12, 39 The monomers (EFP fragments) undergo translational and rotational motions and explore the constraining volume based on statistical mechanical fluctuations. The translation or rotation of an EFP fragment is nontrivial in the sense that all the expansion centers and the involved localized molecular orbitals (LMOs) need to undergo the same transformation. Rotation of fragments is considered via an axis and rotation angle chosen in a random manner. In the current implementation, the translational and rotational step lengths can be dynamically adjusted to maintain a sufficiently high acceptance ratio.
In large-scale Monte Carlo simulations using realistic potentials, the available wall-clock and CPU times for a Monte Carlo simulation are often less than the time required to perform the desired number of steps; also, the possibility for hardware failure must be taken into account. In the DNTEFP implementation, a restart capability is available to ensure that the Markov chain is uninterrupted. Both positions and orientations of the EFP fragments are stored regularly and restored upon restart, along with the accumulated statistical data. Special care has been given to the restart of the generation of random numbers, to avoid artificially shortening the random number generator (RNG) period and consequently negatively affecting the quality of the Monte Carlo simulations. It has been found that the quality of the simulations can be sensitive to correlation in the random number sequences. 40 Restarting the RNG from a "random" source, such as system time, would destroy the reproducibility of the results without ensuring the quality of the random sequence. The present implementation, therefore, saves the complete internal state of the RNG and restores it upon restart. Thus, the implementation ensures that the sequence of Markov chain steps after the interruption and restart is exactly the same as it would have been without the interruption.
The current implementation allows one to choose the interaction potential of the fragments to be the DangÀChang potential, 41 EFP1/HF or EFP1/DFT for water clusters. For general molecular clusters, the DNTEFP method computes the intermolecular interaction potential using the efficient EFP2 approach that contains no empirically fitted parameters. Computing of an EFP2 potential is more time-consuming than that of an EFP1 potential.
The statistical distributions of clusters, generated by the MC simulations, are binned in several radial bins of equal size Δr, covering the entire radial distance of interest; a minimum radius of zero is used. The r config method will produce a canonical partition function which is related to the integral over each bin, R rÀΔr r (dQ(T,r 0 ))/(dr 0 )dr 0 where r is the upper end of the bin interval. 11, 12 The central quantity needed for evaluation of the evaporation rate constant, that is, the derivative of the Helmholtz free energy with respect to the radius, is evaluated directly from the binned dQ i values. 11, 12 The region of minimum flux that defines the dividing surface is found, and the evaporation rate is predicted using eq 6. After sampling millions of configurations and converging the distributions, r cut , and the evaporation rate constant, the radial distribution function, structure factors, energy distribution, number of hydrogen bonds, and the topology of the most probable conformation are determined. In addition, the most probable topology of the transition state along with the energy distribution and the number of hydrogen bonds in the transition states are obtained for a given temperature. It is wellknown from the work of Truhlar and co-workers that while the conventional transition state is associated with a saddle point on the potential energy surface between the reactant and product regions the transition state that is addressed here corresponds to the region of minimal reactive flux that all reactive trajectories must cross. 42, 43 However, some nonreactive trajectories may also be counted as reactive so that the simple transition state theory (TST) provides an upper bound to the exact reactive flux of classical trajectories through the dividing surface. The conventional transition state can thus be seen as a first approximation to the variationally optimized transition states. The above DNT model using the EFP potentials and Monte Carlo sampling for evaluating the configuration integrals is called the DNTEFP method and has been implemented in the GAMESS computational package. 44, 45 
RESULTS FOR WATER CLUSTERS AND ISOPRENEÀ WATER CLUSTERS
Understanding the nucleation of pure water is an essential step toward the study of nucleation in more complex multicomponent systems. For example, in atmospheric chemistry, the role of contaminants in the nucleation of aerosols is crucial for understanding complex aerosol dynamics. Viewing the multistep kinetics of the nucleation process in terms of cluster growth controlled by monomer association and dissociation is quite reasonable as the average distance between the clusters is much larger (about 10 7 Å at 243 K and a 10-fold super saturation) than the average distance between water monomers (about 200 Å at these conditions). To show the efficacy of the DNTEFP approach, small water clusters are initially studied at 243 K since comparisons with previous results are possible. 11, 12, 35, 46, 47 In addition, isoprene clusters with water are studied to demonstrate the ability of this method to deal with multicomponent systems.
4A. DNTEFP Evaporation Rate Constants for Water Clusters. DNTEFP simulations of evaporation rate constants at 243 K were performed for water clusters using the EFP1/DFT and EFP2 interaction potentials. The EFP2 potential for water was The Journal of Physical Chemistry A ARTICLE obtained at the equilibrium geometry with the 6-311++G (d, p)/ HF level of theory.
The maximum radii considered in the simulations are 5.25, 6.75, 7.5, 7.5, and 7.75 Å for water dimer, trimer, tetramer, pentamer, and hexamer clusters, respectively. The maximum MC step sizes used for these studies are 0.04 Å for translational steps and 0.06 radians for rotational steps.
The evaporation rates predicted using the EFP2 potential with charge transfer (EFP2-CT) and without the charge transfer contribution (EFP2-noCT), respectively, are collected in Table 1 . For comparison, the earlier DangÀChang results are also shown in Table 1 . Similar to earlier studies on water clusters using the DangÀChang potential (DNTDC) the water tetramer cluster is predicted to be stable toward evaporation.
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4B. DNTEFP Statistical Parameters of Water Hexamer at 243 K. This section presents the statistical results for the water hexamer using the EFP potentials. To obtain the normalized values of the statistical parameters, the following approach is used. The statistical parameter (energy, angle, distance) range is divided into bins, and the number of hits of the parameter value in each of the bins is measured. The number of hits in each bin divided by the total number of hits in all the bins gives the normalized value for that parameter. Thus, the normalized value corresponding to each bin is the probability of the statistical parameter having a value within the range of that bin. If the size of the bin is sufficiently small, the normalized value divided by the bin size approximates the probability density. As all of the bins have the same size, the graph (the histogram) approximates the shape of the probability distribution.
The probability distribution of cluster radius r config (the radius of the spherical cluster centered at the center of mass) for water hexamer using three EFP potentials is presented in Figure 1 and provides a visual way to characterize the ensemble of the clusters. The r config coordinate is plotted with values between 0 and 5.75 Å with a bin width of 0.03À4.5 Å. The distribution plot shows three distinct features: (1) a region of high probability around r config = 3.0 Å corresponding to configurations where monomers are close together and interacting; (2) a region of low probability where r config is between 3.5 and 4.5 Å corresponding to configurations where water monomers have a kinetic bottleneck as water monomers separate and where r cut is determined; and (3) a region of slowly and monotonically increasing probability for r config values greater than 4.5 Å corresponding to an entropic region where the interaction potential between monomers becomes flat and configurational spaces continue to increase in size. These three characteristic regions of the probability distribution are called the interaction, bottleneck, and entropic regions, respectively.
The DNTEFP computations for the EFP1/DFT potential used 16 million configurations and predict the radius that characterizes the dividing surface, r cut , to be at 4.35 Å and the evaporation rate constant to be 270 Â 10 9 s
À1
. This rate constant is significantly higher than the rates predicted using EFP2 potentials (see Table 1 ) without and with the charge transfer term. The smaller r cut predicted using the EFP1/DFT potential, compared with 6.3 Å for the DangÀChang potential and 3.7À3.8 Å for EFP2, suggests that either the EFP method tends to overbind the clusters or DangÀChang tends to underbind them, or both.
The oxygenÀoxygen radial distribution was analyzed to understand the structure factors and is illustrated for the water hexamer in Figure 2 . There is a significant peak in the probability of OÀO distances at 2.85 Å corresponding to an OÀO distance Figure 1 . Distribution of cluster radius r config of (H 2 O) 6 using the EFP1/DFT, EFP2-noCT, and EFP2 potentials. The radius r config refers to the radius of a spherical volume centered at the center of mass. The Journal of Physical Chemistry A ARTICLE consistent with hydrogen bonding. 39 The second broad peak at 3.5À5.5 Å is a signature of the first sphere of solvation as seen in the bulk. 49 This peak is attributed to the three-dimensional hydrogen bonded network. It is interesting that this feature is seen distinctly in water clusters as small as the hexamer.
Comparing the OÀO distances predicted by the DNTEFP Monte Carlo simulations, it is seen that the OÀO distances predicted by the EFP1/DFT and EFP2 potentials without and with the charge transfer term agree with each other within 0.2 Å. The same trend is seen for both the first sharp peak and the second broad peak. Inclusion of the charge transfer term in EFP2 shows little effect on the distribution and is consistent with observations from the cluster radius distribution that DFT tends to predict smaller sized clusters. As charge transfer is a short-range interaction, the effects on the Markov chain are significant only when the fragments are in close proximity.
To understand the relative orientations of the donor and the acceptor molecules with respect to the hydrogen bond, the OHÀO angle and the OH bisector vector angle were analyzed graphically; the results for the water hexamer at 243 K are presented in Figure 3 . The OHÀO angle (α angle in Figure 3 ) defines the bend of a (nearlinear) hydrogen bond, measured as the angle between the HÀO bond of the donor molecule and the HÀO vector from the hydrogen of the donor molecule to the oxygen of the acceptor molecule.
The bisectorÀOH angle (β angle in Figure 3 ) defines the orientation of the acceptor molecule with respect to the hydrogen bond and is measured as the angle between the main symmetry axis of the acceptor molecule and the vector from the acceptor oxygen to the hydrogen atom of the donor molecule. The probability distribution graphs were constructed with only those values of the angles that are reasonable for hydrogenbonded molecules, namely, 180°e α e 120°and 0°e β e 120°. The distribution of the OHÀO angles shows a distinct maximum around 165°, indicating that the majority of hydrogen bonds is slightly (up to 20°) bent. The maximum of the bisectorÀOH angular distribution is not so pronounced, with the plateau around 60À100 o , showing that the relative orientation of the donor molecule and the acceptor molecule with respect to the hydrogen bonds varies. To the best of our knowledge, these are the first angular distribution results showing the relative orientations of water molecules in the water hexamer cluster at 243 K.
To obtain the energy distribution of the conformers and topologies sampled in the calculations, the number of hydrogen bonds (Hb's) in the sampled configurations has been evaluated and binned using a definition of a hydrogen bond with a characteristic hydrogenÀoxygen distance between 1.4 and 2.5 Å. 36 As all of the bins have the same size, the graph (the histogram) approximates the shape of the probability distribution. The total energy distributions for the water hexamer at 243 K, as predicted by the DNTEFP Monte Carlo simulations using the EFP1/DFT, EFP2-noCT, and EFP2 potentials, are shown in Figure 4 . The decomposition of the total distribution into component distributions that have between 0 and 8 hydrogen bonds (8Hb) was analyzed, and the relevant component distributions containing 5, 6, 7, and 8 hydrogen bonds (5Hb, 6Hb, 7Hb, and 8Hb) are also presented in Figure 4 . Structures with less than 5 hydrogen bonds account for less than 5% of the distribution. The EFP1/DFT method predicts the hexamer to be more bound than do EFP2 and EFP2-noCT. Comparing the binding energies predicted using the EFP2-noCT and EFP2 methods, it is observed that the inclusion of the charge transfer interaction results in marginally greater binding energies. Analysis of the total energy distribution and the component energy distributions of conformers that have 5À8 hydrogen bonds illustrates that the maximum of the energy distribution (area under the curve) corresponds mostly to the conformers that contain 6 and 7 hydrogen bonds. 
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The DNTEFP predicted geometries of conformers of the water hexamer at 243 K, computed using the EFP1/DFT, EFP2-noCT, and EFP2 potentials, are binned according to the topologies containing 6, 7, and 8 hydrogen bonds; the minimum energy conformers are presented in Table 2 . An analysis is carried out of the bins containing conformers with 6Hb and 7Hb to predict those 6Hb and 7Hb geometries that have the most probable energies. Energy bins are resolved to 0.5 kcal/mol, so the geometries are accurate to that interval. It is assumed that among the conformers containing the same number of hydrogen bonds the conformers with energy differences less than 0.5 kcal/mol have a similar topology. A check on a subset of the data shows this to be the case.
Geometries of the conformer with the minimal and most probable energy values for the 6, 7, and 8 hydrogen bonded conformers predicted using the three different EFP potentials for water hexamer at 243 K are presented in Table 2 . Energy values reported are intermolecular interaction energies, and a zero value corresponds to the energy of infinitely separated monomers. Table 2 shows the minimal and most probable hydrogen bonded structures that are relevant for water nucleation at 243 K. While the minimal energy structures with 6 and 7 hydrogen bonded conformers are book and prism like structures, the minimal energy 8 hydrogen bonded conformer predicted with three different potentials in DNT correspond to cage like structures. DNTEFP computations predict the geometries of the most probable 6 and 7 hydrogen bonded conformers to be the ones in which two water molecules are stacked together with a quadrangular water tetramer cluster. While the minimal energy structures reported are well-known prism, cage, and book topologies for water hexamer, the most probable topology reported here for the water hexamer is a new structure (two water molecules stacked together with a quadrangular water tetramer cluster) and is identified as relevant to water nucleation at 243 K. The structures shown in Table 2 are consistent with the oxygenÀoxygen distance and the angular distributions shown in Figures 2 and 3 .
The DNTEFP method explores the region of minimum flux and the dividing surface region that separates the reactants and products. The conventional transition state can thus be seen as a first approximation to the variationally optimized transition state. In the r config methodology, the bin corresponding to the dividing surface is obtained directly, thereby sampling the conformations of the transition states.
The transition state energy distribution (distribution of interaction energy values of water hexamers with a different number of hydrogen bonds in the bin corresponding to the critical radius, r cut , of water hexamer at 243 K using the EFP2 potential, without and with the charge transfer term, along with the component distributions containing 3À8 hydrogen bonds) is represented as stacked histograms (each histogram bar is divided into sections whose heights indicated the proportion of observations falling into a given category, that is, the number of hydrogen bonds) which are shown in Figures 5 and 6 , respectively. Structures containing 0À2 hydrogen bonds were not observed in the bin corresponding to the critical radius.
Analysis of the total energy distribution and the component energy distributions of conformers having 3À8 hydrogen bonds in Figures 5 and 6 illustrates that the maximum of the energy distribution corresponds to the conformers containing 6 hydrogen bonds (see the long light blue columns for 6Hb in Figures 5  and 6 ). The relative energy distribution is not strongly affected by the inclusion of the charge transfer term in the EFP2 calculations. 6 at 243 K The Journal of Physical Chemistry A ARTICLE Analyzing the energy distribution of 6Hb conformers, the minimal energy transition state geometries using the EFP2-noCT and EFP2 potential were obtained and are presented in Figures 7 and 8 , respectively. The low-lying 6Hb conformers in the bin corresponding to the transition state geometries were overlaid to arrive at the most probable topology of the transition state. The stacking tendency is seen in the minimal energy geometries predicted using DNTEFP2 without and with the charge transfer term.
The analysis of transition state energy distributions computed using the EFP2-noCT and EFP2 potentials suggests that the topology of the transition state predicted by both potentials is a 6H-bonded configuration in which four water molecules are arranged in a ring, with two additional water molecules perpendicular to the ring.
DNTEFP is based on VTST and concepts of classical statistical mechanics and does not account for nuclear quantum effects such as tunneling and zero point energy. Classical molecular dynamics (CMD) and path integral molecular dynamics (PIMD) simulations of water clusters using the classical TIP4P potential revealed that the inclusion of quantum effects leads to less structured clusters. 50, 51 Recent ab initio PIMD simulations on water dimer at 50 K reveal that quantum nuclear effects result in ∼15% weaker H bonds. 52 The use of empirical potentials with ZPE corrections and quantum statistical effects has been explored in the literature, where it was suggested that the effective potentials perform better than the classical potentials in the lowtemperature region.
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4C. DNTEFP Evaporation Rate Constants for Multicomponent IsopreneÀWater Clusters. Volatile organic compounds (VOCs), present in the atmosphere, affect radiative forcing-a measure of how the energy balance between the amount of energy gained from incoming solar radiation flowing into the earth's atmosphere and the energy lost due to invisible infrared radiation from the earth's atmosphere back into space is altered: a positive balance leads to global warming, while a negative balance leads to cooling. 53 The boundary between the troposphere (the lowest level of the atmosphere) and the stratosphere (the very thin upper layer) is the region where the radiative forcing (energy imbalance) can be measured in a meaningful way. Isoprene, emitted by terrestrial vegetation, is the most abundant VOC in the atmosphere; hence it is important to understand the molecular origins of the effect of isoprene on the nucleation kinetics of water. 54 The effect of isoprene on the nucleation rate of water was studied by computing the evaporation rate of a water hexamer cluster in the presence of a single isoprene molecule. Using the multicomponent formalism of DNT, a multicomponent DNTEFP method was implemented to compute the evaporation rate of molecular clusters. 55 The EFP2 potential for isoprene was obtained with RHF/6-311++G(d,p) using the NIST geometry. 56 The maximum of the cluster radius is taken to be 8.5 Å. The maximum MC step sizes used for these studies are 0.04 Å for translational steps and 0.06 radians for rotational steps. The DNTEFP computations of the evaporation rate of one water molecule from the water hexamer cluster in the presence of an isoprene molecule predict an increase in cluster size from 4.73 Å for the water hexamer to 5.4 Å. The increase in cluster size is expected, as the interaction between isoprene and water is aquaphobic. The DNTEFP computed evaporation rate constant for the evaporation of one water molecule from the isopreneÀwater cluster is predicted to be 105 Â 10 9 s À1 and is three times the rate observed for the water hexamer (32 Â 10 9 s À1 ) at the same level of theory. The predicted evaporation rate increase for the water cluster in the presence of isoprene supports the experimental observations that suggest that nucleation is hindered by the presence of isoprene. A systematic and thorough investigation of the isopreneÀwater cluster nucleation kinetics will be the subject of future work. The preliminary computations presented here comprise an example to demonstrate the extended capability of the DNTEFP model to predict the reaction rates of multicomponent systems. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the dynamical nucleation theory (DNT) model using the electronic structure theory based effective fragment potential (EFP2) method is implemented to evaluate the nucleation kinetics for multicomponent molecular clusters. On the basis of the variational transition state theory (VTST) method, the DNT model determines the region of minimum flux and the dividing surface characterizing the nucleation. The radius of the cluster that corresponds to a minimum in the reactive flux is obtained in a variational way, using metropolis Monte Carlo sampling of the configuration phase space spanned by the reactants, transition states, and the product states. The Monte Carlo simulations were performed using the r config methodology that determines the change in the free energy of the cluster as a function of changing the volume in a direct way. For modeling nucleation kinetics of water clusters, the DangÀChang, EFP1/ HF, and EFP1/DFT potentials were also implemented.
The DNTEFP method was applied to water clusters, and the results confirm that the water tetramer cluster is stable toward evaporation. Statistical parameters of the DNTEFP method using different EFP potentials were analyzed for the water hexamer cluster at 243 K. Minimal energy geometries and the energy distribution of the most probable conformers sampled in the simulation were analyzed, and the methods predict the most probable conformers to be the ones with six and seven hydrogen bonds.
The variationally obtained radius of the dividing surface characterizes the transition states; hence the energy distribution in the bin corresponding to this radius was analyzed to find the most probable topology of the transition state characterizing the evaporation of water hexamer at 243 K.
The most probable transition state conformer is predicted to be a six hydrogen bonded topology in which two water molecules are stacked on top of a quadrangular water tetramer cluster. This apparently is the first time that the hydrogen bonded networks of the transition state ensemble corresponding to the evaporation reaction of water from a water cluster have been characterized using ab initio based potentials.
The DNTEFP method was applied to model the nucleation kinetics of a multicomponent system of water hexamer with isoprene-a climatologically essential biogenic emissive compound. The results suggest that the presence of isoprene increases the cluster size. The evaporation rate of a reaction in which a water molecule evaporates from the molecular cluster containing a water hexamer and isoprene is computed to be three times the rate computed for the reaction in which a water molecule evaporates from a water hexamer cluster. In a future paper, the development of a high-performance multichain, multilevel parallel DNTEFP Monte Carlo method using the general distributed data interface (GDDI) 57, 58 to study water nucleation kinetics in the presence of ions will be discussed.
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